2014-15 GTA Scholarship Audition Calendar

The Gainesville Theatre Alliance has a full calendar of performances for you to see the caliber of the work we do in addition to audition/portfolio opportunities where you can meet with faculty, discuss your goals and see how GTA can help you reach them. You can make an appointment to audition or show your portfolio at any of the events listed in RED. For more information or to make sure your name is on the GTA prospects mailing list, contact GTA Recruitment Chair Celeste Morris at celeste.morris@ung.edu.

September 13-14    Backstage Boot Camp: Technical workshops for high school sophomore through senior design/tech students
Sept 26- Oct 4    Sleeping Beauty (Brenau’s Pearce Auditorium)
October 9-11      Georgia Theatre Conference (Columbus)
November 4-15     Oklahoma! (Brenau’s Hosch Theatre)
November 15      Senior Saturday Audition Event (Brenau)
Jan 31-Feb 1      Winter Weekend Audition Event (Brenau)
February 5-7     Georgia Thespian Conference (Columbus)
February 10-21   In the Heights (Brenau’s Hosch Theatre)
February 13-21   ANTIGONE (UNG-Gainesville’s Ed Cabell Theatre)
March 4-7        The Southeastern Theatre Conference (Chattanooga)
March 21        Brenau Open House
April 7-18       The Great Gatsby (UNG-Gainesville’s Ed Cabell Theatre)
April 11        Last Chance Auditions